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基本情况
p 教育经历

ü 1997年-2001年，中国科学技术大学近代物理系，学士

ü 2001年-2006年，中国科学院高能物理研究所，博士

p 工作经历：粒子物理实验, BESIII和CMS合作组成员

ü 2003 年-2007年, BES合作组成员, BESIII合作组成员

ü 2006 年-2009年，在美国佛罗里达大学物理系任研究助理，作为

CSCTF系统现场负责人常驻欧洲核子中心 (CERN), CMS合作组成员

ü 2009年-2011年10月，在美国佛罗里达大学物理系, CMS合作组成员

ü 2011年11月-2012年5月 中央研究院物理所研究助理

ü 2012年6月起, 担任北京大学物理学院百人计划研究员

ü 2018. 8起, 北京大学物理学院长聘副教授
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强子物理：
奇特态，深入理解介子结构

间接寻找新物理
味道改变中性流,暗物质/暗光子
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新型微结构探测器研发



参加实验：BESIII@BEPCII 与 CMS@LHC
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强子物理 寻找新物理

寻找新
强子态

理解介
子结构

稀有衰变
暗物质/暗光子
守恒律破坏

味道改变
中性流
b->sll

Higgs粒子
不可见衰变
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探测器升级

MET重建算
法与性能



J/ψ → φηη’ 衰变研究
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FIG. 2. Distributions of M(�⇡+⇡�) versus M(K+K�) (a) for mode I and M(⌘⇡+⇡�) versus M(K+K�) (b) for mode II,
where the solid rectangles show the signal regions; the dotted and dashed rectangles represent the 2D sidebands.
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FIG. 3. Dalitz plots for modes I (a) and II (b).

and taking the angular distributions of daughter particles175

into account. The uncertainties are statistical only.176

Table I shows the summary of systematic uncertain-177

ties on the mass and width of the X(2100), as well as178

B(J/ ! ⌘X(2100))⇥ B(X(2100) ! �⌘

0). In case there179

are di↵erences between the uncertainties from two modes,180

the more conservative items are used.181

To assess the uncertainties from di↵erent fitting meth-182

ods, the two modes are fitted independently and the183

largest di↵erences between the results of the nominal184

and independent fits are considered as systematic uncer-185

tainties. To obtain the uncertainties associated with the186

f0(1500) component of the data, the levels of the back-187

ground that are included in the simultaneous fit are var-188

ied by 1� [1, 22], where � denotes the uncertainties on the189

determined numbers of the f0(1500), and the maximum190

changes in the fitted results are regarded as uncertainties.191

The sideband regions of � and ⌘0 mesons are varied by 1�192

(the width of signal region corresponds to 3�), and the193

e↵ects on the results of the simultaneous fit are assigned194

as uncertainties. We vary the range of the simultaneous195

fit by 5% and take the largest deviations of the fitting re-196

sults as uncertainties. To obtain the uncertainties due to197

the M(⇡+
⇡

�) requirement for mode I, it is relaxed from198

0.87 to 0.90 GeV/c2 and the e↵ects on the X(2100) mea-199

surement are considered as uncertainties. The two possi-200

TABLE I. Systematic uncertainties on the mass and width of
the X(2100), as well as B(J/ ! ⌘X(2100))⇥B(X(2100) !
�⌘0) (denoted as BX in this table).

Sources Mass(MeV/c2) Width(MeV) BX(%)
Fitting methods 4.4 22 3.2
f0(1500) 1.7 13 11.8
Sideband regions 0.5 1 0.7
Fitting range 3.4 8 2.3
M(⇡+⇡�) req. 0.9 0 0.4
Extra structures 0.5 1 3.0
MDC tracking - - 4.0
PID - - 4.0
Photon detection - - 2.4
Kinematic fit - - 2.3
Mass window for ⌘ - - 0.7
Mass window for � - - 1.0
Mass window for ⌘0 - - 0.7
MC statistics - - 0.9
Signal model - - 3.1
Branching fractions - - 2.1
Number of J/ - - 0.6
Total 6.0 27 15.0

ble extra structures around 2.3 GeV/c2 in Fig. 4 (b) are201

considered. Following the same procedure in Ref. [5], we202

use a Breit-Wigner function convolved with a resolution203

p 首次测量该三体过程分支比
p φη’ 谱质量 2.1 GeV/c2新结构 X(2100)
p 对深入理解奇特强子态有重要意义

PRD 99, 112008(2019)，w/Yunfei Long et al

2019/12/7卓越中心2019



粲偶素电磁Dalitz衰变的观测
测量分支比，研究光子与介子相互作用， 理解强子结构
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7.0σ 6.3σ

首次观测到	𝝍 𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔 → 𝜼(𝒆*𝒆+
Phys. Lett. B 783 (2018) 452

首次观测到	𝑱 𝝍⁄ → 𝑷𝒆*𝒆+
P: 𝜼′, 𝜼, !0

Phys.	Rev.	D	89,	092008	(2014)

and positron tracks, and a loose χ2 requirement is applied to
ensure that they come from a common vertex. To improve
resolution and reduce background, a four-constraint (4C)
kinematic fit is performed to the γγeþe− hypothesis that
constrains the total four-momentum of the detected par-
ticles to be equal to the initial four-momentum of the
colliding beams. For events with more than two photon
candidates, the combination with the smallest χ24C is
selected. Only events with χ24C < 100 are retained.
For the J=ψ → γη0; η0 → γeþe− signal channel, the

largest background comes from QED processes and J=ψ →
eþe−γγ decays. For these channels, the combination of the
eþe− with any final-state photon produces a smooth
Mðγeþe−Þ distribution. The QED background mainly
comes from eþe− → eþe−γγ and eþe− → 3γ events in
which one γ converts into an eþe− pair. These are studied
using a eþe− collision data sample of 2.92 fb−1 taken atffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 3.773 GeV [24], which is dominated by QED

processes. For those processes, most of the photons have
low energy and are at small angles relative to the incoming
electron or positron beam directions. To reduce this back-
ground, the energy of the low-energy photon is further
required to be higher than 200 MeV, and the angle between
the photon and the electron or positron initial direction in
the final states is required to be larger than 10°.
The primary peaking background comes from the decay

J=ψ → γη0; η0 → γγ followed by a γ conversion in the
material in front of the MDC, including the beam pipe
and the inner wall of the MDC. The distance from the
reconstructed vertex point of the electron-positron pair to

the z axis, defined as δxy ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
x þ R2

y

q
, is used to distin-

guish γ-conversion events from signal events [25], where
Rx and Ry are the distances in the x and y directions,
respectively. A scatter plot of Ry versus Rx is shown in
Fig. 1(a) for MC-simulated J=ψ → γη0; η0 → γγ decays, in

which one of the photons undergoes conversion to an eþe−

pair. As indicated in Fig. 1(a), the inner circle matches the
position of the beam pipe, while the outer circle corre-
sponds to the position of the inner wall of the MDC.
Figure 1(b) shows the δxy distributions for the MC-
simulated J=ψ → γη0; η0 → γeþe−, J=ψ → γη0; η0 → γγ
events, together with the selected data events and events
from the η0 mass sideband. The two peaks above 2.0 cm
correspond to the photon conversion of the γ from J=ψ →
γη0; η0 → γγ events, while the events near δxy ¼ 0 cm
originate from the interaction point. We require δxy <
2 cm to suppress the photon-conversion background,
which retains about 80% of the signal events while the
remaining photon-conversion events are about 5% of the
size of the signal. After all selections, the normalized
number of expected peaking background events from
J=ψ → γη0; η0 → γγ is 42.7% 8.0, where the error is
dominantly from the difference in selection efficiencies
for the γ-conversion events between data and MC.
Another possible source of peaking background is

J=ψ → γη0; η0 → γπþπ−, where the two pions are misiden-
tified as an eþe− pair. An exclusive MC sample that
includes coherent contributions from ρ, ω and the box
anomaly in the decay η0 → γπþπ− [26] is used to study this
background. We find that the kinematic fit to the electron-
positron hypothesis shifts the spectrum away from the η0

mass and, thus, the resulting Mðγeþe−Þ distribution does
not peak at the η0 mass value. The normalized number of
events from this background source after all selections is
9.7% 0.4, which is negligible compared to the nonpeaking
background from eþe− → eþe−γγ.
The combination of γeþe− with invariant mass closest to

mη0 is taken to reconstruct the η0. The resulting Mðγeþe−Þ
distribution after the selection criteria is shown in Fig. 2 and
exhibits a clear peak at the η0 mass. An unbinned extended
maximum likelihood (ML) fit is performed to determine the
signal yield. The signal probability density function (PDF)
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FIG. 1 (color online). Electron-positron vertex position distri-
bution: (a) scatter plot of Ry versus Rx for MC-simulated
J=ψ → γη0, η0 → γγ events; (b) δxy distributions. The (black)
crosses are data. The (red) dashed line shows the MC-simulated
J=ψ → γη0, η0 → γeþe− signal events. The (orange) dotted-
dashed histogram shows the background from γ-conversion
events. The (green) shaded area is estimated from the η0 mass
sideband. The (blue) line is the sum of MC and the sideband
estimate. In (b), the solid arrow indicates the requirement on δxy.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Invariant γeþe− mass distribution for the
selected signal events. The (black) crosses are the data, the (red)
dashed line represents the signal, the (green) dot-dashed curve
shows the nonpeaking background shapes, and the (orange)
shaded component is the shape of the J=ψ → γη0; η0 → γγ
peaking background events. The total fit result is shown as the
(blue) solid line.

OBSERVATION OF THE DALITZ DECAY … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 92, 012001 (2015)

012001-5

首次观测到 𝜼( → 𝜸𝒆*𝒆+
Phys. Rev. D 92, 012001(2015)

distribution of photons from η or π0 decays is flat in θdecay,
the angle of the decay photon in the η or π0 helicity frame.
However, continuum background events accumulate near
cos θdecay ¼ "1, and thus we require j cos θdecayj < 0.9.
Figures 2(a) and 2(c) show the j cos θdecayj distributions for
η and π0 decays, respectively. The (blue) dotted histogram
peaking near j cos θdecayj ¼ 1 in Fig. 2(a) or 2(c) is from a
2.9 fb−1 ψð3770Þ data sample taken at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 3.773 GeV,

which is dominated by QED processes. The MC events of
eþe− → eþe−γðγÞ and eþe− → 3γ are generated using the
Babayaga QED event generator [28], and the distributions
are consistent with that from the 3.773 GeV sample. After
requiring j cos θdecayj < 0.9, as shown in Fig. 2(b) or 2(d),
the background from QED processes is reduced drastically.
Mass spectra of the signal modes with all of the selection

criteria applied are presented in Fig. 3. The signal effi-
ciencies determined from MC simulations for the η0, η, and
π0 are shown in Table I.
An unbinned extended maximum likelihood (ML) fit is

performed for each mode to determine the event yield. The
signal probability density function (PDF) in each mode is

represented by the signal MC shape convoluted with a
Gaussian function, with parameters determined from the fit
to the data. The Gaussian function is to describe the
MC-data difference due to resolution. The shape for the
nonpeaking background is described by a first- or second-
order Chebychev polynomial, and the background yield
and its PDF parameters are allowed to float in the fit. The
dominant peaking background from the γ-conversion
events in the J=ψ → Pγ decay is obtained from the
MC-simulated shape with the number fixed to the
normalized value. The fitting ranges for the η0, η, and π0

modes are 0.85–1.05 GeV=c2, 0.45–0.65 GeV=c2, and
0.08–0.20 GeV=c2, respectively. As discussed in Sec. III,
the estimated numbers of peaking background events are
subtracted from the fitted yields. The net signal yields for
all modes are summarized in Table I.
To further demonstrate the high quality of signal events,

the candidate events within"3σ of the pseudoscalar meson
mass region for each mode are projected to theMeþe− mass
distribution in the region of ½0.0; 0.1' GeV=c2 as shown in
Fig. 4. The signal MC events are generated based on the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Mass distributions of the pseudoscalar
meson candidates in J=ψ → Peþe−: (a) η0 → γπþπ−,
(b) η0 → πþπ−η (η → γγ), (c) η → πþπ−π0, (d) η → γγ, and
(e) π0 → γγ. The (black) dots with error bars are data, the
(red) dashed lines represent the signal, the (green) dotted-dashed
curves show the nonpeaking background shapes, and the (yellow)
shaded components are the shapes of the peaking backgrounds
from the J=ψ → Pγ decays. Total fits are shown as the (blue)
solid lines.
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FIG. 4 (color online). The Meþe− mass distributions in
J=ψ → Peþe−: (a) η0 → γπþπ−, (b) η0 → πþπ−η (η → γγ),
(c) η → πþπ−π0, (d) η → γγ, and (e) π0 → γγ. The (red) dots
with error bars are data, the (yellow) shaded components are from
the γ-conversion backgrounds in the J=ψ → Pγ decays, and the
(green) light-shaded histograms are from nonpeaking back-
grounds estimated from the sidebands on the pseudoscalar mass
spectra. The (blue) histograms represent the sum of backgrounds
and MC-simulated signals.

M. ABLIKIM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 89, 092008 (2014)

092008-6
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1.8×10+6 ~ 2.0 ×10+7
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通过 𝑱/𝝍 → 𝜼′𝒆*𝒆+ 过程寻找暗光子 (𝜸′)
寻找新物理；解释暗物质相互作用

PRD 99, 012013 (2019),
w/Fengyun Li et al

2019/12/7

ü 1.3B Jpsi数据更新分支比，测量精度提高一倍
ü 首次通过粲偶素衰变寻找暗光子



其他在研课题& service
Ò Search for cFLV in 𝐽/𝜓→ 𝑒−𝜏+ （BAM406）

Ò Search for Lambda invisible decays (preparing memo)
Ò Search for Jpsi invisible decays(BAM194,与IHEP,NJU合作)
Ò Search for cLFV in 𝐽/𝜓→ 𝛾𝜇+𝜏− and 𝐽/𝜓→ 𝛾𝑒−𝜏+(prep memo)
Ò Search for eta’->2(e+e-) (BESIII PS workshop)
Ò Search for X(17) at BESIII (preliminary memo)
Ò Jpsi->K0K*0 to understand eta(1405/1475) (group meeting)
Ò 2018/2019 Jpsi data quality check

É e+/e- tracking & PID:
Ò STCF simulation τ->γ µ

Ò BESIII 10B Jpsi数据获取： 担任周运行负责人

卓越中心2019

8

e PID and tracking, Mengzhen Wang (PKU)

20

2019/12/7



Dayong Wang

General strategy for NP searches

2019/12/7 卓越中心2019 9

New physics effects may be very small. 

SM contribution is dominant. 

SM contribution is highly suppressed. 

SM contribution is forbidden. 



Dayong Wang

BESIII NP Group established in 2015
■ Organized efforts with unified standards, shared tools,

methods and studies. Open for all collaborators. 
■ 19 publications in total, another ~20 active analyses
■ Workshops: ideas, discussions, communication with theorists

◆ 2015 .3 .27 - 28 , Nanjing U: 19 
◆ 2015.12. 22 - 23 , USTC: 22 
◆ 2016.4 Nanjing U: 24

◆ 2016.12 Peking U： 52
◆ 2017.9 UCAS: 33

◆ 2018.10 USC：35
◆ 2019.5.24-26, USTC: 50

2019/12/7 卓越中心2019 10PKU workshop, Dec. 2016

USC workshop, Oct. 2018

Stable team ~20 active
members from all over:
Chinese universities, IHEP
and foreign institutes



BESIII物理白皮书

2019/12/7卓越中心2019
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….在这些研究中 BESIII	取得了很有竞争力的结果。
此工作组是 BESIII	实验中最年轻的组，成立于

仅仅在四年多以前。从那时开始，大约 20	篇发表的
论文已经证明了 BESIII	一流的能力和竞争力。同
时，此组规模的不断增长为利用已有的数据集取得
更大影响力，以及在预期要取的更多的数据提供了
广阔的空间。…

国际评审报告节选



对B ➝ K(*)μ+ μ−的测量和角度分析
味道改变中性流过程，对新物理极敏感

p 本⼈与学⽣代表CMS在⼀系列重要国际
会议上报告:
ICHEP2016
LHCP2017
BEAUTY2018
BEACH2018
ICHEP2018
LeptonPhoton2019

p 2019.9 起担任CMS BPH 国际会议联络
⼈, 负责遴选和审核国际会议报告

Ψ(2s)J/ψ

Phys. Lett. B 781 (2018) 517
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Phys. Rev. D 98, 112011 (2018)

2019/12/7卓越中心2019
1
2

B+->K*+ μ+ μ− analysis:
pre-approved in 2019/09

基于Run-II数据的相应分析
进行中,计划2020完成预审
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探测器研发实验室建设
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微结构气体探测器研发（模拟与小模型）

GEM prototype construction in the new clean room (~45m2)

会议报告：

CLHCP 2017，南京师范大学.
第七届全国先进气体探测器研讨会，2017年12月，广西大学
第八届全国先进气体探测器研讨会，2018年10月，衡阳
CLHCP 2018，华中师范大学.
第九届全国先进气体探测器研讨会，2019年10月，东莞
CLHCP 2019，大连理工大学.

2019/12/7卓越中心2019
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Simulation Study of the Performance of New Micro Pattern Gaseous Detectors 3

Fig. 3: Transverse view of the double-layer FTM proto-
type, the readout strip pitch is 400 µm, while the strip
width is 350 µm.

Fig. 4: Schematic drawing of the µ-RWELL detector,
the readout strip pitch is 400 µm, while the strip width
is 350 µm.

Di↵erent voltage values and di↵erent ionization parti-
cles (moun and pion) are generated to simulate the ion-
ization, avalanche and signal deposition process.

2.3 FTM detector simulation

The structure of the first prototype of FTM de-
tector is described in Fig.3. It is composed of two in-
dependent drift-amplification stages, each amplification
region is based on a pair of polymide foils stacked to-
gether due to the electrostatic force induced by the po-
larization of the foils. The first foil, perforated with in-
verted truncated-cone-shaped holes, is a 50 µm thick
polymide with diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating, to
reach a specific surface resistance of up to 800 M⌦. The
second foil is 25 µm thick with a resistivity of 2 M⌦.
The drift volumes are 250 µm thick, with planarity en-
sured by overlay pillars.

This double-layer model has also been built in AN-
SYS like GEM detector described above, the model
has the same gas gap configuration with the prototype
tested with X-ray in 2015 [15].

Fig. 5: An example showing the induced signal on read-
out strips from the three types of detectors. The unit
of signal amplitude is µV.

2.4 µ-RWELL detector simulation

The µ-RWELL prototype, as sketched in Fig.4, is
realized by merging a suitable etched GEM foil with
the readout PCB plane coated with a resistive deposi-
tion [9]. The copper on the bottom side of the foil is
patterned in order to create small copper dots in corre-
spondence of each WELL structure. The WELL matrix
is realized on a 50 µm thick polyimide foil, with conical
channels 70 µm (50 µm) top (bottom) diameter and
140 µm pitch. A cathode electrode, defining the gas
drift gap, completes the detector geometry. The single
layer model has been built in ANSYS, which has the
same gas gap configuration with a prototype tested in
2016 [9].

The typical induced signals on readout strips from
the three types of detectors are shown in Fig.5. The
signal amplitude are the convolution result of detector
current and the signal formation function. As shown in
Fig.5, at the same working condition, Triple-GEM has
the biggest signal amplitude, or the highest signal gain
due to the consecutive amplification by three avalanche
layers.

3 Data analysis results

Time resolution and spatial resolution are crucial
features which a↵ect triggering e�ciency and the ability
of track reconstruction. Factors that influence time and
spatial resolution are studied in this paper.
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Fig. 6: The simulated process of an ionization particle
crossing through the Triple-GEM detector, the primary
ionization in drift region, the avalanche in GEM holes.
The straight line with green dots is the incident trajec-
tory, while the intensive lines in gray and yellow repre-
sent the drift lines of ions and electrons respectively.

3.1 Time resolution

Due to various statistical fluctuation in the signal
generating and read-out process, the time of the in-
duced signal in the read-out strips is also fluctuated.
We used the Constant Fraction Timing (CFD) method
to extract the time of the signal, and fitted the sig-
nal time distribution with a Gaussian function, the de-
rived Gaussian sigma is defined as the time resolution
of the detector. Fig.6 shows an example of ionization,
avalanche, drift and signal induction process when a
particle crosses through a Triple-GEM detector.

As shown in Fig.2 (a), the time resolution is domi-
nated by fluctuations of the nearest distance of the pri-
mary ionization clusters to the region where the gain is
acquired (marked as dnear). Defining � as the average
number of ionization primary clusters per unit trajec-
tory generated by an particle inside the gas volume ,
this distance follows a classical exponential distribu-
tion, as shown in formula (1).

dnear = exp(��x)/� (1)

The drift velocity in the gas volume vd determines the
arrival time, and contribution of vd to the time resolu-
tion [8] is shown in formula (2):

�t = (�vd)
�1 (2)

Both � and vd depend mainly on the gas mixture
used in the detector, in addition, vd is also a function
of the electric field. Typical values for gases widely em-
ployed in MPGDs are � ⇡ 3 mm

�1 and vd up to 0.1

Fig. 7: The dependence of time resolution in Triple-
GEM with the change of electric field intensity in the
drift region and the gas mixture inside the detector.

Fig. 8: The dependence of time resolution in FTM with
the change of electric field intensity in the drift region
and the gas mixture inside the detector

mm/ns, leading to a few ns time resolution with the
best choice of gas mixtures and operating voltages. For
Triple-GEM, FTM and µ-RWELL detectors, the time
resolution varies with the change of electric field inten-
sity in drift region and the gas mixture inside the de-
tector, the dependences are shown in Fig.7, Fig.8 and
Fig.9 respectively. The simulation results are in agree-
ment with the beam test results at CERN ([14] [15]).

The figures shows that, with the increase of electric
field intensity in the drift region, the time resolution
improves because of the larger drift velocity. We also
observe that the time resolution with Ar/CO2/CF4 =
45/15/40 gas mixture is better than with Ar/CO2 =
70/30 gas mixture, due to the fact that the average
number of primary clusters(�) at unit transverse dis-
tance in Ar/CO2/CF4 (45/15/40) gas mixture is more
than that in Ar/CO2 (70/30) gas mixture [16].

The time resolutions in FTM and µ-RWELL are
better than in Triple-GEM, due to the resistive coating
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Fig. 12: The spatial resolutions of Triple-GEM with re-
spect to the electric field intensity in drift region and
the gas mixture inside the detector.

turn results in a larger fluctuations of reconstructed hit
position when using center of gravity method.

From Fig.12 we noticed that at 2 kV/cm the spa-
tial resolution is worse than at 4 kV/cm, the reason is
that at this voltage the chamber e�ciency is less than
20% [19], the electric field is weak and the drift veloc-
ity is small, leads to a longer drift time and a higher
probability of multiple scattering, consequently to more
spread electron trajectories. This e↵ect is not so obvious
in FTM and µ-RWELL case, because they don’t have
long drift and multiplication path as in Triple-GEM.

In addition, our simulation study also shows that,
di↵erent kinds of gas mixture has significant influence
on the spatial resolution performances. The detectors
operate with electronegative gas mixture (like Ar/CF4/
CO2=45/15/40) will perform a lower transverse di↵u-
sion coe�cient than that in Ar/CO2=70:30 gas mix-
ture[20], leads to a smaller transverse di↵usion and a
better spatial resolution. Fig.15 shows a typical exam-
ple of hit position fitting in the residual distribution for
µ-RWELL detector.

3.3 Comparison of the three new MPGD techniques

Fig.16 and Fig.17 show the comparison of the time
resolution and the spatial resolution among the three
newMPGD techniques. The gas mixture is Ar:CO2=70:30,
with incident moun particle and the drift field of 4kV/cm
for all three types of detectors. The results show that µ-
RWELL detector gives the best spatial resolution, while
FTM detector gives the best time resolution. The re-
sults are in agreement with the experimental results,
and are understandable considering their di↵erent de-
sign and structure.

Fig. 13: The spatial resolutions of FTM with respect
to the electric field intensity in drift region and the gas
mixture inside the detector.
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Fig. 14: The spatial resolutions of µ-RWELL with re-
spect to the electric field intensity in drift region and
the gas mixture inside the detector.

Fig. 15: An example of the spatial resolution fitting
result for µ-RWELL detector.

2019.10北大组（包括核物理团队）
正式加入RD51国际研发



参与CMS二期升级: GE1/1、GE2/1 & ME0

ME0

Conductivity test device developed by PKU

2018/9/10 12

GEB21_Rout GE21 GEB
design by
PKU，all
8 finished
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2019.3 起担任GE2/1 triad电⼦学
项目协调⼈, 负责相关研发和原型
试制的组织协调



重要报告、会议组织与学术服务
重要学术会议报告（10）
Ò 2018.10.15 Hengyang, Talk “New physics searches 

at BESIII”, BESIII new physics workshop
Ò 2018.10.26 Zhengzhou, Talk “Recent results of 

BESIII”, 16th HFCPV conference
Ò 2019.3.24 UCAS, Talk “Some new physics topics 

at STCF”, STCF physics workshop
Ò 2019.4.22 Hefei, Talk “New physics searches at 

BESIII”, joint meeting of SKLNPT and SKLNDE
Ò 2019.5.25 Hefei, Talk “New physics searches at 

BESIII”, BESIII new physics workshop
Ò 2019.5.31 TDLee Institute, Talk “Experimental 

searches of dark photons”, Workshop on FCP, 
monopole and DP

Ò 2019.8.6 Toronto, “Search for rare FCNC decays 
at BESIII”, Lepton-Photon 2019 conference

Ò 2019.8.8 Toronto, “Study of rare decays at CMS”, 
Lepton-Photon 2019 conference

Ò 2019.9.4 IHEP, Talk “Exotic decay and new 
physics”, International review of BESIII white 
paper

Ò 2019.9.4 IHEP, Talk “New physics”, Symposium 
on 30 years of BES physics 

2019/12/7
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ü 担任QWG BSM session 召集人

ü 参与组织会议
l BESIII新物理研讨会, 2018.10 & 2019.5
l 6th “International Summer school on TeV

Experimental Physics (iSTEP)”, 2019/7
l CMS data analysis school at PKU

合作组内审稿
Ò BESIII: (12篇,评审主席4篇）2018-2019发表1篇,1篇

在PRD审稿

Ò CMS:  担任两个分析ARC委员，1篇已发布PAS

教学与院系服务
Ò 教材：《核物理实验》第四章、第五章实验18
Ò 讲授课程：《核与粒子物理实验方法二》《对撞

物理》

Ò 本科生综合指导 ~20人次

Ò 多次参与本科生、研究生学术活动

卓越中心2019



主持和参加的科研项目

起讫时
间 项目名称 项目来源 总经费/本

人负责（万）
项目完成

人 备注

2013.1-
2015.12

通过不可见衰变寻找与
研究暗规范玻色子 基金委 60 王大勇 主持

2012.9-
2014.12

探测器实验室搭建以及
BESIII和CMS数据分析 985计划 95 王大勇 主持

2015.1-
2019.8 轻强子谱的系统研究 科技部 561/224

黄性涛
王大勇
房双世等

参与单位
负责人

2019.1-
2022.12

BESIII大统计量 J/psi样本
中基本守恒律的实验检验

基金委大
装置联合重
点

248/92
王大勇
赵明刚
焦健斌

主持

2019/12/7
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其他在研参与项目：
科技部大科学装置前沿研究专项“CMS 实验 Run-2 数据的物理研究”， 2018.5-2023.4，参与

卓越中心2019



总结一年来科研进展，规划未来

Ø 开展间接寻找新物理研究，担任BESIII新物理组和国际QWG工
作组BSM convener

Ø 新论文发表(主要或者通讯作者）
Ø The CMS Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D 98, 112011 (2018): Angular analysis of the decay B+ 

→ K+μ+μ− in proton-proton collisions at √s = 8 TeV.
Ø The BESIII Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D 99, 012013 (2019): Measurement of B(J/psi --> 

eta'e+e-) and search for dark photon search.
Ø The BESIII Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D 99, 112008(2019): Observation and study of the 

decay J/psi->phi eta eta’.

Ø 建成探测器实验室，探测器研发顺利起步，参与CMS探测器升
级项目进展顺利。

Ø 新科研项目（大装置联合重点）开始，执行进展符合计划

Ø 中期规划：瞄准前沿，继续在既有研究课题与方向上深耕，
追求卓越！
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